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Pressure ee t on magneti properties of YbMn2 Ge2 was investigated
by magnetization measurements under hydrostati pressures up to 2.0 GPa
in temperature range from 2 to 400 K using single rystalline sample. The
results indi ated that the antiferromagnetism in YbMn2 Ge2 unusually and
strongly depends on pressure. The anomalous pressure dependen e may
mainly be originated in the fa t that Yb ion is in a mixed valen e state
between Yb2+ and Yb3+ .
PACS numbers: 75.50.Ee, 74.62.Fj, 74.25.Ha, 75.30.Kz
1. Introdu tion

During the last de ade, mu h attention has been paid to the magneti
hara teristi s of intermetalli ompounds RMn2 Ge2 [1℄. This system rystallizes in ThCr2 Si2 type body entered tetragonal stru ture in whi h the Mn
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atoms onstru t a simple tetragonal framework with strong two-dimensionality. Among the RMn2 Ge2 family, the physi al properties of YbMn2 Ge2
have not been laried in details ex ept a few works by X-ray analysis [2℄,
Mössbauer spe tros opy [3℄ and powder neutron dira tion [4℄ be ause of
a di ulty of produ ing single phase sample. Fortunately, we re ently su eeded to grow the single rystal YbMn2 Ge2 . From magnetization measurement of the single rystal under magneti eld up to 13 T, we laried that
this system indi ated an antiferromagneti ordering (AFM I) below T N1 
400 K and transformed into another antiferromagneti state (AFM II) at
T N2 = 163 K with de reasing temperature. Furthermore, a novel magneti
behavior appeared below T N2 : After a metamagneti transition eld B C
from AFM II to a eld indu ed state (Fi) showed a minimum around T =
130 K, the value of B C signi antly in reased just below T N2 with in reasing
temperature [5℄. This suggests that at least two kinds of magneti intera tions with oni ting hara ters su h as ferromagneti and antiferromagneti
ones ompete with ea h other in the antiferromagneti ground state of this
system. Su h a ompetition of magneti intera tions has not been observed
in other RMn2 Ge2 systems in stable R3+ ioni state [1℄. Therefore, it seems
that this ompetition is attributed to the fa t that Yb ion is in a mixed
valen e state between Yb2+ and Yb3+ [2℄. Thus, we expe t that YbMn2 Ge2
will show further novel magneti behaviors under high pressure.
2.

Experimental pro edures

In this work, we generated hydrostati pressure by a lamping-type highpressure mi ro- ell and Daphne7373 was used as a pressure transmitting
uid. The magnetization was measured along the -axis of tetragonal under
various pressures up to 2.0 GPa using a SQUID magnetometer. The single
rystals used in this work are the same as those used in the previous work [5℄.
3.

Results and dis ussion

Figs. 1 (a) and (b) show the magnetizations along the -axis at B = 0.5 T
and 0.1 T as a fun tion of temperature below and above 300 K under various
pressures in YbMn2 Ge2 , respe tively. The over all feature of M (T ) urve
below 300 K under ambient pressure well reprodu es that in our previous
work [5℄. A lear usp feature appears at T N2 = 163 K in ambient pressure
as seen in Fig.1 (a). With in reasing pressure, T N2 linearly in reases up to
271 K at 1.0 GPa, and shows a maximum at  1.25 GPa. After then, it
markedly de reases down to 112 K at 2.0 GPa. It is to be noted that the
sus eptibilities in AFM II state are gradually enhan ed above 1.25 GPa. On
the other hand, in the M (T ) urve above 300 K under ambient pressure,
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whi h is not shown in Fig.1 (b), a small anomaly is observed at T N1 just
above 400 K. In an inset of Fig.1 (b), we an see a small but sharp drop
of magnetization just below 400 K at 1.0 GPa as well, indi ating that T N1
de reases by applying pressure of 1.0 GPa. In addition, a hump of magnetization is observed in M (T ) urve above 350 K at 1.0 GPa. This hump
feature is enhan ed at 1.25 and 1.31 GPa. Furthermore, when pressure is
in reased up to 1.38 GPa, a lear usp feature suddenly appears at T N1
= 386 K. With further in reasing pressure, T N1 in reases rapidly and T N1
rea hes to  420 K at 2.0 GPa.
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Fig. 1. (a) and (b) Magnetizations along the -axis at B = 0.5 and 0.1 T as a
fun tion of temperature below and above 300 K, respe tively, in YbMn2 Ge2 .

The resultant P T phase diagram for magneti eld parallel to the
-axis in YbMn2 Ge2 is given in Fig. 2. One of the notable feature is that
T N1 and T N2 show a minimum and a maximum, respe tively, at the same
pressure region of  1.25 GPa. This suggests that AFM I state ompetes
with AFM II state and a magneti stru ture hange o urs at P  1.25 GPa.
We are not sure the details on why this system shows su h an anomalous
behavior under high pressures. However, it seems reasonable to on lude
that pressure indu ed magneti stru tural hange is aused at riti al pressure of  1.25 GPa. Be ause there exists signi ant dieren e between the
magnetization behaviors of the system below and above  1.25 GPa, as is
evident from Figs. 1 (a) and (b). The information about Yb valen e and
magneti stru ture under high pressure is required to larify the origin of
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Fig. 2. P T phase diagram of YbMn2 Ge2 . Where, the solid and open ir les
represent T N1 and T N2 , respe tively, and the value of T N1 under P = 2.0 GPa was
estimated from the values of T N1 below 1.5 GPa. Broken line represents a riti al
pressure at whi h an o urren e of magneti stru tural hange is expe ted.

the ompetition.
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